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BRONZE AGE FUNERAL DISCOVERIES IN CÂMPINA,
PRAHOVA COUNTY–PRELIMINARY NOTES
ALIN FRÎNCULEASA, DAN LICHIARDOPOL †

I

n the following lines our goal is to revaluate
some recent archeological discoveries.
The unprecedented character of these discoveries,
in terms of typology and geographical area, partially
justifies their revaluation in this stage of our research.
Taking into account the fact that the discoveries come
from preventive archeological researches, which
covered a limited area, our notes have a preliminary
character. Though we have highlighted the fact that
these discoveries come from researches with a
preventive character, we are in a situation in which
we have some fortuitous archaeological discoveries,
the area not being previously marked as interesting
from an archaeological viewpoint. As there are no
forms for “preventive authorization demand”, but only
for “preventive archaeological research”, we keep
the latter formula just in order to respect some actual
bureaucratic norms, more or less adapted to the real
situation from the field.

***
The parish of the “Saint Nicholas” Church from
Câmpina, situated in the “Slobozia” neighborhood,
is located on the high terrace in the right side of the
Doftana River, about 250 m north from its confluence
with the Prahova River. The geographic coordinates
are: 45º 06’ 37, 10” N-25º 45 07, 85” E. This area is
characterized by hills and high terraces situated on
both sides of the Prahova and Doftana rivers.
The respective parish is, in fact, a complex
comprising two churches, a vicarage, a building that
was initially a silo (and now is a kindergarten and
office), an altar screen and a house for the elderly.
The vicarage dates in the first half of the 19th century
and the silo situated near this vicarage seems to date
back since the 18th century. The vicarage was restored
beginning with the year 1991. At the same time, during
this period a new church was built, with the dedication
day “The Whitsunday”, designed by the architect Livia
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Keywords: Câmpina, Bronze Age, burials, funerary ritual.
Abstract: In the following lines our goal has been to revaluate some recent archaeological discoveries. The unprecedented
character of these discoveries, in terms of typology and geographical area, partially justifies their revaluation in
this stage of our research. Taking into account the fact that the discoveries come from preventive archeological
researches that covered a limited area, our notes have a preliminary character. In the year 2008, in Câmpina
locality six burials dating since Bronze Age were discovered. As funerary rituals, both inhumation and cremation
are present. The inhumated human remains were found in a flexed position. The inventory of these burials
consisted of vessels and adornments made of bone or bronze. The discoveries from Câmpina, Prahova County,
bring new information on the Bronze Age in an area where such discoveries are very little known, the respective
area being only rarely approached by archaeological researches. The presence in the same necropolis of
materials assigned to the Tei and Monteoru cultures could emphasize several situations, of which we note:
cultural imports, two necropolises superposed in the same area, mixed communities. The future researches will
be able to bring forth supplementary information, in order to clarify the situation. In this preliminary evaluation,
we propose that these funerary discoveries should be placed, chronologically speaking, in the late phase of the
Bronze Age.
Cuvinte-cheie: Câmpina, epoca bronzului, morminte, ritual de înmormântare.
Rezumat: În rândurile de mai jos, ne-am propus valorificarea unor descoperiri arheologice recente. Caracterul insolit al
acestor descoperiri, atât tipologic, cât şi ca areal, justifică, în parte, valorificarea acestora, în acest stadiu al
cercetării. Având în vedere că descoperirile provin din cercetări arheologice preventive, ce au acoperit o zonă
restrânsă, nota noastră are un caracter preliminar. În anul 2009, au fost descoperite în localitatea Câmpina şase
morminte din epoca bronzului. Ca rit de înmormântare sunt prezente atât inhumaţia cât şi incineraţia. Înhumaţii
sunt aşezaţi în poziţie chircită. Inventarul mormintelor este alcătuit din vase, piese de podoabă, din os sau bronz.
Descoperirile de la Câmpina, jud. Prahova, aduc noi informaţii asupra epocii bronzului într-o zonă în care astfel
de descoperiri sunt foarte puţin cunoscute, arealul respectiv fiind rareori abordat prin cercetări arheologice. Apariţia în cadrul aceleiaşi necropole a unor materiale atribuite culturilor Tei şi Monteoru, ar putea marca mai multe
situaţii, printre care remarcăm: importuri culturale, două necropole ce se suprapun în acelaşi perimetru, comunităţi mixte. Cercetările viitoare vor putea aduce informaţii suplimentare pentru clarificarea situaţiei. La o evaluare
preliminară propunem plasarea cronologică a acestor descoperiri funerare în faza târzie a epocii bronzului.
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Fig. 1. Câmpina – Position of the Bronze Age cemetery.

Alin Frînculeasa, Dan Lichiardopol

Fig. 2. Câmpina Bronze Age cemetery – general view.

***
The stratigraphic information is somehow
unclear at this stage of our research. Because of
modern interventions, at the moment, in the area
approached by our researches we do not have a
clear situation by the anthropic or natural stratigraphic
succession. We were able to notice that immediately
underneath the vegetal layer there is a level of brown,
clayish soil, 0.30 m thick. Under this level, begins
a layer of gravel, mixed with sand, which is part of
the present terrace of the Doftana River. The brown
soil layer is thicker near the vicarage due to of some
modern arrangements. These arrangements have
covered the windows of the vicarage cellar. Actually,
this is why M.2 appears to be situated much deeper
than the other burials. During the 2008 arrangement
works for the drainage system situated on the southern
side of the vicarage, the earth that once covered the
two cellar windows was taken away, too. All the burials
appear immediately above the natural sand layer. We
have noticed no traces of holes or other arrangements.

***
Initially, three burials have been “discovered”,
respectively M.1, M.2, M.3. After opening another
ditch situated in parallel with the southern side of the
vicarage, about 4 m away, three more burials have
been discovered, which were conventionally called
M.4, M.5, M.6.
Burial 1 (M.1) identified near the SW corner of
the vicarage was destroyed by the workers. The area
where bones appeared was systematically researched
archaeologically. One more area was opened, yet no
other bones or inventory items have been found. The
bones come from a female adult3.
Burial 2 (M.2) preserved in situ, slightly affected by the drainage works, was discovered on the
SW side of the vicarage, about 1 m away from the
NE wall. The actual stratigraphy is strongly affected by
arrangements and leveling with gravel in the vicarage
area. This inhumation burial, of a mature person,
orientated 75º NE - 225º SW, appeared at a depth of
0.83-0.85 m immediately above a gravel layer. The
skeleton was found flexed, facing downwards, on
the right side, with the skull lying on the right side,
and the sight turned eastwards. The upper limbs: the
left one bent towards the thorax, with the cubitus and
radius superposed on the right humerus; the right arm
lying along the body; the lower limbs strongly bent
on the right side, the left femur dislocated from the
iliac; the backbone strongly curved, disturbed from its
anatomical connection. In the head area, it seems to
have been arranged on the edge a stone of about 25
3

1

Ghenciulescu 2009, 112-119.

2

Priest Petru Moga announced our institution on Thursday, June 26, 2008.

The anthropological determinations were made by A. Soficaru from the
“Fr. Rainer” Anthropology Institute from Bucharest; we thank him for
his permission to use the respective information in this study.
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Câlţia1.
The arrangement works related to the creation
of a drainage system around the vicarage led to the
discovery of some human bones, associated with
ceramics. So, during the digging of a trench southwest of the respective building, three groups of human
bones have been discovered; in two cases, the human
bones were associated with ceramic fragments2.
Going there, we noticed that the discovery consisted
in human bones, in anatomic connection and clay
vessels.
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Fig. 3. Burial 2, inventory.

Alin Frînculeasa, Dan Lichiardopol
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Fig. 4. Burial 4, general view, pottery.

cm in length.
The inventory of the burial consisted of two pots
deposited at about 20 cm north from the skull. The
pot 1 (v. 1) is a little mug with high handles, made
of coarse-grain sand paste, handmade, burnt, blackdark grey, with a rounded straight edge, and a short
neck, shaped like a truncated cone, a strongly arched
belly and a slightly marked, straight bottom. The
pot is decorated with a horizontal band, comprising

four lines of successive little dots, situated under the
edge, which goes all the way to the handles’ area
and ends with spirals towards the two ends. The
same decoration appears on the half situated on the
other side of the handles as well. In the contact area
between the neck and the belly there is another band
comprising four lines of dots which stop in the area of
the handles. Under the belly, angularly continuing on
the handles, as well, there is another stripe consisting
of four lines of successive dots. Between the two
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Fig. 5. Pot from Burial 5 (1), Burial 5 (2), bronze earring from Burial 5 (3).

bands of successive dots situated on the belly of
the mug, at their ends, there is a “frieze” suggesting
interconnected “S”-s and, in the middle, a decoration
with hachured triangles. The decoration is symmetrical
on the two parts of the belly, separated by the handles.
The handles are decorated with transversal bands,by
four series of successive dots, on their upper side (Fig.
3/2, 3). Pot 2 (v. 2) is a handmade bowl made of finegrain sand paste, burnt black-dark grey, with yellowish

“spots”. The rim is rounded, the mouth slightly widened,
the neck is short, having the shape of a truncated
cone, the belly is very arched, and two slightly marked
buttons are situated symmetrically (preserved), the
bottom being flat and marked (Fig. 3/4, 5). The vase is
fragmented, destroyed by the drainage works carried
out near the vicarage. Anthropologic determinations:
male, age 35-40, height 1.66 m.
Burial 3 (M.3) was discovered 1.5 m east of

Alin Frînculeasa, Dan Lichiardopol
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Fig. 6. Burial 6, pot from Burial 6 (2, 4), bone pendant from Burial 6 (3).

M.2, at a depth of -0.30 m. A partially preserved vase
slightly with a marked shoulder and a relatively high
neck, having the shape of a truncated cone. Its color
is brown-blackish (Fig. 5/1). The vase had preserved
one of its handles, which connects the body of the
vase with the neck. In the vase human bones have
been discovered, some of them with cremation
marks. Outside the vase, no bones in situ have been
discovered. Anthropological determinations: the
bones come from three individuals (two buried and

one cremated). Just few bones come from the buried
people; one of the buried people is a man, the second
being unidentifiable. The bones from the cremated
person come from a female individual, aged 35-40.
Burial 4 (M.4) was discovered about 2 m south
of M.2. It is orientated NE-SW and it appears at a depth
of about -0.50/0.57 m. It was a flexed buried individual,
placed on the left side. The arms were bent and turned
towards the chin. In the area of the frontal bone, a
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Fig. 7. Câmpina, St. Nicolae Parish.

partly preserved clay vessel was deposited, which
seems to have been a cup. Its color is grey, the paste
is friable, a better preserved little fragment is a part
of a little handle, which was probably slightly higher
than the cup (Fig. 4). Anthropological determinations:
female, aged 25-30, height 1.53 m.
Burial 5 (M.5) appears 2.5 m west of M.4. The
burial appeared at a depth of -0.50/0.52 m. It is an
inhumation burial, the person inside is flexed on the
right side, orientated SW-NE. The arms were bent,
brought towards the chin, the legs were strongly flexed.
The skeleton was less well preserved; it was gracile
and seems to have belonged to a woman. In the area
of the right mastoid was discovered an ornamental

item, not well preserved, made of a bronze plaque
(Fig. 5/3). Anthropological determinations: female,
aged 40-45.
Burial 6 (M.6) was discovered about 1 m
south of M.4. The burial was discovered at a depth
of -0.50/0.52 m. This cremation burial was disturbed
by a modern burial. Its inventory consists in a well
preserved vase (Fig. 6/2, 4). The vase had a cylindrical
foot and had the shape of a truncated cone. A handle
was preserved, presenting a prominence. The vase
is blackish, decorated on the neck and also on the
lower part with incised “belts”, dots and horizontal
incisions. On its body, the vase was decorated with
vertical grooves. Among the cremated bones, when

Alin Frînculeasa, Dan Lichiardopol

they were passed through a sieve, a slightly curved,
perforated bone pendant was discovered (Fig. 6/3).
Bones were discovered both inside and outside the
vessel. Anthropological determinations: female, aged
30-40.
***

***
Isolated Monteoru burials have been found in
Prahova County at Tinosu14 and possibly Budureasca
and Breaza. Also, in Prahova County burials made of
stone have been found at Budureasca15, Pietricica16,
Homorâciu17. These burials were assigned to an early
horizon of the Bronze Age18, or to the early phase of
the Monteoru culture19. Burials assigned to the late
phase of Monteoru culture have been discovered in
the area of the Subcarpathian Hills at Năieni-Zănoaga,
Pietroasa Mică, Cârlomăneşti-Arman20.
Relatively recent all the funeral discoveries of
Tei type have been inventoried. It was noticed that
these discoveries can be certainly assigned only to
the last two phases of the Tei culture21. In Muntenia
only isolated burials or groups of such complexes
have been discovered. They cover especially the
southern and central part of Muntenia, the discovery
from Câmpina being so far the northernmost funerary
find that could be assigned to this culture. Burials
belonging to the Tei culture were identified at ChirnogiLa Stejar, Chirnogi-Şuviţa lui Ghiţan, CăscioareleD’aia Parte, Sultana-Malu Roşu22, Călăraşi County,
Puieni, Giurgiu County, Sitaru, Ialomiţa County,
6

Motzoi-Chicideanu, Şandor-Chicideanu 1999, 67.

7

Leahu 2003, 201.

8

Unpublished information, preventive research along the Bucureşti-Ploieşti road, 2007-2008, D. Lichiardopol, A. Frînculeasa, B. Ciupercă,
N. Şerban.

9

Unpublished information, researches of Şt. Olteanu, N. Grigore.

10

Alexandrescu 1973, 87 and fig. X/6, XI/5.

11

Motzoi-Chicideanu 2004, 72.

12

Leahu 2003, 200.

13

Motzoi-Chicideanu, Şandor-Chicideanu 1999, 62; Petrescu-Dâmboviţa
2001, 272; Leahu 2003, 197.

14

Vulpe R., Vulpe E. 1924; Vulpe R. 1967.

15

Teodorescu, Peneş 1984, fig. 10.

16

Motzoi-Chicideanu, Constantinescu 2003, 231-232.

17

Frînculeasa 2005.

18

Schuster 1997.

19

Motzoi-Chicideanu, Olteanu 2000.

20

Motzoi-Chicideanu 2004.

4

Leahu 2003, fig. XLIV.

21

Leahu 2003, 123.

5

Leahu 2003, fig. LXXIV/3, 6.

22

Unpublished information for which we thank Cătălin Lazăr.
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The incipient character of our investigation
makes the research related to the chronological
assignment to be approached in this lines with certain
reluctance. The stratigraphic situation is not very
clear, so far. The modern leveling, the subsequent
arrangements nearby the vicarage, make the
information related to the stratigraphy uncertain
for the moment. Though just six burials have been
discovered, different burial rites and rituals appeared
and also an inventory specific to some distinct cultural
manifestations.
The elements of cultural and, at the same time,
chronological integration are represented by the burials
inventory and also by the funerary rite and ritual. As
funerary rites, there are present both cremation and
inhumation. Burials 2, 4, 5 and 6 are the only ones
about which we can start a discussion related to the
ritual, both concerning the way the dead person was
laid, and concerning the inventory. The information
can be completed by the inventory discovered in
M.3. We must draw the attention on the fact that the
inhumation burials (M.2, M.4, M.5), in which the dead
people were found flexed, have different orientations
(Fig. 2).Tombs 3 and 6 are incineration tombs, and
in the case of M.3 and M.6 ceramics was discovered
near human incinerated bones, and in M.6 a piece of
bone.
Tombs 2, 3, 4 and 6 have an inventory made
up of pots, and in M.6 was also discovered an item
made of bone. In M.5 was discovered a piece made of
bronze-earing, situated in the area of the right mastoid.
We must note the handle of the pot from M.6, which
had a small prominence. This pot was decorated
with incisions, dots and vertical grooves. The incised
horizontal lines interpenetrated with their ends going
one over the other and are specific to the late phase
of the Monteoru culture. The pot decorated with dots
found in M.2 is shaped like a kantaros, specific to the
Fundeni phase of the Tei culture4. This pot shape also
appears among the specific discoveries of the cultural
group Fundenii Doamnei5. The pot found in M.3 has
analogies with pots from the same last phase of Tei
culture. In the filling of M.4 several small ceramic
fragments of a brown-brick color have been found,
one of them seemingly decorated with “Besenstrich”,
while two others have traces of a girdle made of cells.
In M.4 and M.5 there have been found animal bones,
probably coming from offerings. We must also note
that all the pots discovered in these burials had traces
of secondary burning.
The association of certain late Monteoru materials with the Tei IV-V materials was signaled in several

sites of northern Muntenia, out of which we note Năieni-Zănoaga6, Pietroasa Mică7, but also Independenţa8 and Şirna9. For this chronological period, though
in a different areas, we also note the pot discovered
in the necropolis of the Late Bronze Age from Zimnicea10. We should also note the ceramic fragment decorated with “Besenstrich” present in the filling of M.3
from Câmpina, at the feet of the dead person, which
represents another hint for the late Monteoru horizon
of these burials11. Valeriu Leahu highlighted the fact
that this type of ornament is missing from the Tei-Fundenii Doamnei ensemble12.
The researches carried out in time have
revealed the cultural synchronism between TeiFundeni / Fundenii Doamnei-Monteoru IIa-b and
partly the beginning of the Noua culture13.

Bronze Age Funeral Discoveries in Câmpina, Prahova County – Preliminary Notes

Ploieşti-Triaj, Prahova County23. All the burials are
inhumation ones, their cultural belonging being certified
by the typically decorated cups that appear in their
inventory24. Problematic remains the assignement of
certain burials discovered at Smeeni, Buzău County25,
or Baldovineşti, Brăila County26 which seem to have
belonged to another cultural horizons, but in whose
inventory have been discovered pots that are specific
for the Tei culture27.
***
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The discoveries from Câmpina, Prahova County
bring about new information on the Bronze Age in
an area in which such finds are very little known,
the respective area being only rarely approached by
means of archeological researches. The appearance
within the same necropolis of materials assigned to
the Tei culture and to the Monteoru culture, could be
explained by several situations, out of which we note:
cultural imports, two necropolises overlapped in the
same area, mixed communities. The future researches
will be able to add further information, in order to
clarify this situation. For a preliminary evaluation, we
suggest that these funerary discoveries should be
placed in the late phase of the Bronze Age. The future
researches will be able to provide supplementary
data, the preliminary character of these notes being
determined by their restrained character and also by
the expectation about new discoveries in the case of
some new archeological diggings in this site.
APPENDIX. The Bronze Age – funerary
discoveries in Prahova County28
Ariceştii-Rahtivani, “Crângul lui Bot”, in
the year 2005 a tumulus was investigated; three
inhumation burials were discovered: the dead were
placed in a flexed position; as inventory items we
found lockrings, earrings, a necklace made of kaolin
beads, a point made of flint, red ochre. The burials
were attributed to the manifestations of Yamnaia
type29.
Blejoi, “Mobel Auto”, in the year 2004 we investigated a tumulus; we discovered an inhumation
burial, which had a circular ring around it, made of stone; the dead person was placed in a flexed position,
facing downwards; its inventory was a pot and a tubelike piece of adornment made of a copper foil30.
Homorâciu, “Cariera de Humă” from the boun23

Leahu 1966, 133-137; idem 2003, 123-128.

24

Leahu 2003, 123-128.

25

Simache, Teodorescu 1962, 279.

26

Harţuche, Anastasiu 1965, 367.

27
28

Leahu 1966; Leahu 2003, 126 f.
In this appendix we have included also the burials from tumuli,
belonging to a horizon that can be attributed chronologically to the
time span between the end of the Eneolithic and the Early Bronze.

29

Lichiardopol et al. 2006; Frînculeasa 2007.

30

Lichiardopol et al. 2005; Paveleţ 2007.

dary with the Malul Vânăt village, on the high western
slope of the river Teleajen; hazard discovery since
1967, inhumation burial made of stone; its inventory
was a clay mug, a spear point with medial rib, made
of bronze. This archaeological complex was assigned
to the funerary manifestations belonging to the Early
Bronze Age31.
Pietricica, “La Mesteceni”, 2 km north from the
village, on a peak of the hilly massif Bradu; researches
Ion Motzoi-Chicideanu, Marius Constantinescu 2002;
an inhumation burial was discovered, the skeleton
was placed flexed on the left side, oriented W-NW; the
burial had no inventory; the presence of some stones
and of a lime slab seem to indicate a burial made of
stone, dating from the Early Bronze Age32.
Ploieşti-Triaj, “Movila I” and “Movila II”: two
funerary tumuli were investigated by Ion Nestor and
Mircea Petrescu-Dîmboviţa during the years 19411944, in a preservation regime and they discovered
inhumation burials, assigned to the manifestations
of the Yamnaia type; as inventory pieces ceramic
pots were discovered, but also ornamental pieces of
hearring type33.
Ploieşti, “Triaj”, several inhumation burials
discovered by hazard in the year 1964, being
assigned by Victor Teodorescu to a final stage of the
Tei culture34.
Tinosu, “Cetate”, on the high eastern terrace
of the Prahova River; systematic archeological
researches were carried out in 1923-1924, by R.
Vulpe, E. Dunăreanu-Vulpe. In the Monteoru IIb level
two pits discovered which, based on their typology
and inventory were interpreted as being cremation
burials35.
Vadu Săpat, “Budureasca-Puţul Tătarului”, several cremation burials have been discovered, in burials made of stone, or in simple pits. The inventory
was represented by pottery. The burials seem to have
belonged to a cremation necropolis assigned to the
early stage of the Bronze Age. In this area was also
investigated a pit where a whole askos pot was discovered, with three handles. The pit was covered with
pieces of burnt adobe. No bones or ashes have been
discovered. The askos pot can be assigned to the late
phase of the Monteoru culture36.
Notification: text edited in April 2009; between
2009-2011 50 more graves were excavated, and the
situation quite evolved.

31

Teodorescu 1996, 240; Frînculeasa 2005.

32

Motzoi-Chicideanu, Constantinescu 2003, 231-232.

33

Nestor 1944; Comşa 1989.

34

Leahu 2003, 23.

35

Vulpe R., Vulpe E. 1924, 187-189 and figs. 18-19; Vulpe R. 1967;
Motzoi-Chicideanu 2004, 57.

36

Teodorescu 1974, 12 and fig. a; Teodorescu, Peneş 1984, 35, fig. 10.
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